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IntroductionPeter Scott – practice law here in Spokane with Preston Gates & Ellis;Started out as a Navy Diver and Nuclear Power Plant operator – SSN;Went to UMass – BS in Geology {Steve Haggardy; Sterns A. Morse; Howard Jaffe; Don Wise, Mike Williams, Mike Rhodes};Worked for 5 years as a hydrogeologist;Law School – Env. Cert. course work included mining law;Stints with DOJ and Or S Ct; wrote a couple of articles in water law;Environmental and litigation practice administrative, state and federal forums;Licensed in WA, ID, and OR;Planning for years to combine Geology and Law	



Doctrine of 
Prior Appropriation

 First in time is first in right
 Measure of right is amount put to 

beneficial use without waste
 Water right may be forfeited or 

abandoned
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Key Principles of the Doctrine which dominates in the Arid Western USThis is the concept of priorityPriority relates back to date of claim not date of completionUse it or lose it



Water Codes 
 Appropriation doctrine is codified in 

all Western States
 Water belongs to state citizens 
 States may authorize the beneficial 

use of water
 Permitted use of water is a property 

right and may be transferred
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 Water codes were enacted beginning in early 1900s, at that point new appropriations required application and a permit or a certificate or a license; unadjudicated areas still recognize vested rights (pre-code rights) State agencies regulate water rights (except Colorado - courts regulate) the federal government’s use of water is subject to state adjudication but state courts are required to apply federal common law (i.e, reserved rights); The issue was litigated all the way to the US Supreme Court in US v. Oregon; All rights are subject to state adjudication Certificated, permits, licenses, vested rights; importance of Adjudications will be discussed 



Water Right: Parameters
 Timing: Seniority and Season
 Quantity: Rate and Duty 
 Use: Must be Beneficial
 Location: Source, Point of 

Diversion, Point of Application
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These are the variables that give value to the permit.  Other key factors giving value to a permit are jurisdiction and whether there has been an adjudication – These influence how long it takes to complete a transfer and the likelihood of success (Success range: 94% NM -  74% WY;  Time to complete: 21 months CO 60% protested – 5.8 months NM 5% protestedI already talked about priority – the importance of seasonal use is the timing of withdrawals; most transfers are agricultural to municipal/industrialHow fast and how much; Contrast original and intended use (i.e., Salem ASR Project)Examples: irrigation, industry, municipal, domestic (stock), storage, power generation, in-streamLocation: timing and quantity of Return flow is an important consideration



Water Right Transfers
 Proponent must apply to transfer 

time, type of use or points of 
diversion/application

 Notice and comment
 Inchoate and paper rights may not 

be transferred
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One reason that proposed changes in the use of water are regulated is the potential for negative impacts on other usersNotice: It is important to identify potentially effected water users and get them to agree to the application;  believe me when I tell you that water users and their lawyers read public notices of transfer applications;  Distinction between inchoate and paper rights gets blurred;  Some might disagree or modify my definition but an inchoate right is a future right {municipal growth, federal reserved rights (Winters Doctrine, 1908), large-scale project development right};  Paper rights usually refers to existing rights that are not in use (i.e., notice of intent to withdraw water that is never put to beneficial use), but is sometime used to refer to as yet unperfected rights;  The key is to ascertain historic use of water (How much water does the seller actually use – that will be the amount transferred – not the amount on the certificate or permit or in the decree)



Barriers to Transfer
 Appurtenance

 “No Harm” rule

 Adjudication
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Appurtenance: Statutory restriction on severability of water right from place of useDeclining importanceTrend is to relax restrictionsRule is one of conveyance (W/R goes with land unless expressly severedNote: restrictions on reallocation of in-stream and federal reserved rights



“No Harm” rule
 Most important factor for transfer 

approval 
 If water right holder protests, 

burden is on the applicant
 Third parties generally cannot 

protest
 Foreign Water
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Purpose is to protect Junior right holders are entitled to existing water course conditions (seniors are doubly protected b/c they can call the river)Standing – unless the proposed transfer or type, time or location of use effects your water right, you lack standing to protest.  While efforts to allow third party protests have failed, the number of allowable beneficial uses has increased which increases the number of persons with standing to protestWater belongs to the public, so Public Trust Doctrine provides some foundation for consideration of third party interest, even retroactively;  Some jurisdictions have limited the breadth of the doctrine in the area of water rights; others have affirmed the applicability of the doctrine by statute or even constitutionally;  I already touched on effects of changing timing or location of points of diversion and application on return flows;  Effects water quality (temperature, nutrient loading, etc) is becoming an important factor in transfer hearings particularly with the advent of in-stream water rights; another example of water quality related issues effecting transfer applications involves the storage of surface water in aquifers;  most states require the project developer to demonstrate chemical compatibility of the source and receiving waters; 



Adjudication
 Judicial quantification and 

prioritization of water rights
 Provides degree of certainty
 Federal water rights
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Generally, it is difficult to quantify water useOne of the things courts do is eliminate paper or unperfected rightsIn some locations no transfers authorized until the source is adjudicated (de facto moratorium on transfers)A water right in a local that has been adjudicated is more valuable than rights that are not adjudicatedMcCarren Amendment (43 USC 666) Winter’s doctrine – implied reservation of water rights – rational: the primary purpose of the reservation would be defeated without water.  Often GW is not adjudicated - conjunctive management 



Loss of Water Rights
 Forfeiture

 Revival 

 Abandonment

 Prescription
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Forfeiture:  Usually five years of non-use; doesn’t include drought, flood, withdrawal of appurtenant estate to federal soil bankIn many cases, if the use is resumed before complaint is filed the right is revivedRelated doctrines are Historic Use (partial forfeiture); doctrine of Waste;  beneficial use is the measure of a W/RAbandonment:  Non-use coupled with intent to abandonIf the diversion works are in serious disrepair or have been removed courts may infer abandonmentAlternatively, a project developer could indicate an intent not to utilize inchoate rights, and to that extent the right may be considered abandonedPrescription:  With very narrow and limited exceptions adverse possession of water rights is not allowed – for the most part states that did allow it now prohibit it Rational: water is a public resource – owners right is forfeited before period of adverse possession is met 



Reallocation
 Water Banks

 Leases
 Sales

 Conserved Water

 Regulatory Efforts
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These are some of the strategies for facilitating the transfer the use of water.  There is tension between the usufructory or property right to use water and the public’s ownership of water.Critics of reallocation argue that the transfer of water from one use to another perpetuates ownership of water that is not in the public’s interest.  Traditionally, the water that is not used for the originally intended purpose should be returned to the stream for appropriation.  Proponants of the various reallocation strategies argue that without such efforts there is no incentive for the current owners to conserve water or dedicate it to high value usesWater Bank is a broadly defined term covering everything from pure market driven transactions to short-term leases and dry-year options.  Water banks offer one way of avoiding forfeitureConserved Water is surplus usually created by the installation of improved conveyance or delivery systems {piping vs ditch, or drip irrigation vs flood irr}; Should not be confused with salvaged water;  Under traditional prior appropriative law (“anti-spreading”) the surplus is returned to the state.  So, for example, farmers grow water intensive crops at least once every five years to avoid losing a portion of their water right or they apply it in outmoded water intensive methods;  The trend is to allow holders to transfer conserved water by sale or lease.  Regulatory efforts include eliminating the need for transfers in certain cases (Oregon ASR statute) or streamlining the application process (Washington’s 2-line amendment)



Acquisition of Water Rights 
by Market Transactions
Yoskowitz (Feb., 2001)
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David Yoskowitz is an Economics Professor at Texas A&MHe looked at 1,330 transactions authorized by the Rio Grande Watermaster between 1993-2000These include both leases and sales of water rights99% of the transactions were from agriculture to nonagricultural use	Avg $ ac-ft		Avg # ac-ftAgriculture	22 		219Mining	432 		12Dometic	22 		404
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